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      Meets the needs for teaching strand on the Mental Capacity Act within social work law module. Easy to read and follow text.




  
          Mr Scott Massie




              


    
      



 


 
      As the social work profession has become more regulated it is essential for all students to gain a thorough understanding and knowledge of legislation that underpins the profession.  For those undertaking Last Placements in the area of Adult MH, this text is a most useful  guide and reference; making the Mental Capacity Act 'understandable' whilst ensuring that the process and application of this legislation is clear.




  
          Mrs Nieca Elizabeth Boynton




              


    
      



 


 
      Superbly well-laid out and easy to read and seek required guidance. a top-class guide in every respect




  
          Mr mark w gibson




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent resource for any student interested in this niche area of care/practice.




  
          Mr Ian Hamilton




              


    
      



 


 
      A concise an up-to-date essential guide




  
          Dr Andy Wills




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent text which builds upon the previous editions.  It is current and refers to the most significant developments in case law in this imprtant area of practice.




  
          Mr Paul Rimmer




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an extremely comprehensive text which I feel would be a essential resource within the library. However as an key text,  I feel it would be more suitable for post qualifying students rather than the cohort on my course.




  
          Mrs Kate Blake-Holmes




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent guide however  possibly more suitable post reg rather than pre reg. gives very clear guidance and breaks down into manageable sections




  
          Miss sarah louise burns




              


    
      



 


 
      Very relevant, well laid out reference book for best interests assessors with the added benefit of being cheaper than other mental capacity guides.




  
          Mrs Rachel Hubbard




              


    
      



 


 
      A good update on previous editions. Has been helpful for students on placement and will continue to be.




  
          Mr Stefan Brown




              


    
      



 


 
      This speaks to the learning outcome of the module and is a clearly written text about the differences with MHA and MCA




  
          Ms Ros Sanders




              


    
      



 


 
      I adopted this as a supplemental text as it was useful as a reminder about the law for their assignments.




  
          Mr Alan Marshall
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